AUTOBOX ABX-PRO
ONE SYSTEM • MANY APPLICATIONS

DRAIN
CLEANING

The ProDrain PRO-700-V2 facilitates safe and easy drain
cleaning with the ABX-PRO hose tractor. The ProDrain does
not require tethering—simply position over a floor drain and
begin. If the system becomes unsteady, an integrated dump
circuit cuts water to prevent tipping. The protective splash
plate is weighted for stability and a hose pilot tube guides the
tool to ensure quick, precise jetting.

EXCHANGER
CLEANING

The Lightweight Positioner is used in conjunction with
AutoBox automated flex lancing systems for controlled,
efficient, and safe cleaning of heat exchanger tube IDs.
It is specifically designed to be modular, lightweight,
easy to setup, and expandable to allow for cleaning of
different sized heat exchangers.

PIPE
CLEANING

ABX-PRO

The strap mount accessory is used to mount the
ABX-PRO to pipes that do not have a flange. The
strap mount can be used to position the ABX-PRO
in line with the open pipe, or off axis when access
to the pipe opening is limited.

ABX-PRO

BOP 050

Strap mount for pipes 2-8" in diameter.

PRO-700-V2

SMALL
PROCESS PIPE
CLEANING

NAV-170-PKG

Navigator Rotary Hose Device with Control Box

The NAV-170-PKG can be used to upgrade an
existing ABX-PRO tractor to a full Navigator system.
The Navigator adds controlled rotation to the hose
and allows it to pass through multiple elbows to clean
pipe that is inaccessible with other methods. (page 40)

FIN FAN
CLEANING

LWP-500-V2

FIN FAN
ACCESSORY

StoneAge has designed a series of accessories
to adapt the AutoBox ABX-3L and ABX-2L for the
specific requirements of Fin Fan exchanger cleaning.
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PIPE CLEANING SYSTEMS

Fin Fan Accessory components allow the hose drive
to be attached to our Lightweight Positioner and
safely mounted in the tight walkway spaces that are
common on Fin Fan units. Customizable rail lengths
and simple mounting clamps adapt the Lightweight
Positioner to accommodate most Fin Fan headers
and configurations.
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